
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lead Teacher of Environmental Art Department  
 

The Island School is a high school semester program on the island of Eleuthera in The 
Bahamas, part of a multi-faceted non-profit organization with ambitious research, 
education, and conservation objectives. With the campus and surrounding ocean as our 
laboratories, we partner with a world-class science research and a sustainable 
development facility. Together, we engage in the process of inquiry in order to discover 
sustainable solutions to real world problems. Our interdisciplinary, place-based 
curriculum prepares students to examine interconnectivity between self, place, and the 
world at large through self-awareness and disciplined thought. The Island School 
experience culminates in the beginning of a lifelong educational journey, with more self-
confident students leaving as engaged global citizens, empowered to be thoughtful 
leaders for their generation. 
 
Position Description 
The Island School is seeking an art educator who has demonstrated a career 
commitment to teaching and is excited about doing so in our remote community setting 
starting February 1. The Environmental Art course encourages students to develop a 
personal relationship with the landscape, provides them with tools to become keen 
observers of their surroundings, and requires them to view the natural world as both the 
canvass and materials for their artwork. Applicants for these positions should have a 
strong background in the visual arts (drawing and sculpture, especially), art education, 
or environmental art. While the primary responsibility of our teachers is to deliver 
progressive, thoughtful coursework in their area of expertise, they must also be able to 
juggle many responsibilities beyond academics. This includes supporting the morning 
exercise program, doing chores alongside the students, and countless smaller duties 
associated with running a boarding program, often requiring a presence into the 
evenings and over the weekends. Medical training and experience in kayaking and 
outdoor leadership skills are also beneficial. 
 
Successful Island School team members operate with the following competencies:  



   

• Adaptability: Adapting in order to work effectively in ambiguous or changing 
situations, and with diverse individuals and groups. 

• Professionalism and Accountability: Demonstrating enthusiasm for and 
commitment to the position and accepting responsibility for personal actions 

• Effective Communication: Listening and communicating openly, honestly, and 
respectfully with different audiences, promoting dialogues and building 
consensus.  

• Planning and Organizing: Reaching goals that are central to organizational 
success by making and following plans and allocating resources effectively.  

• Learning and Continuously Improving: Striving to continuously develop and 
better self, teams, and organization. 

 
Successful Island School community members find fulfillment through aligning actions 
with our core values:  

• Education: We seek to inspire students and visitors of all ages to our campuses. 
We want people to leave here with the desire to take action and make a 
difference. 

• Environment: We strive to protect the fragile ecosystems around us. Through 
conservation and enhancement programs we want to have a restorative rather 
than a destructive impact on the place where we live. To that end, we practice 
conservation of natural resources in reverence for our surroundings. We realize 
this can be challenging and often uncomfortable and understand that by modeling 
what is possible, we can change the way people think and live. 

• People: Each person has an important and valuable role in making our 
community successful. We listen to challenges and identify solutions that take in 
multiple viewpoints and celebrate individual and team contributions.   

• Community: We treat our colleagues and neighbors with respect, fairness, and 
honesty. We promote awareness and collaboration among communities in South 
Eleuthera, the entire Bahamian archipelago, our region, and elsewhere in the 
world. 

• Ideas: We act with purpose and make decisions that take into consideration the 
many facets of our organization. We cultivate creativity to implement solutions 
that reflect our best effort to have a positive and enduring impact.  

 
Responsibilities 

§ Leading Environmental Art Department  
o Organize the curriculum and student-facing materials in a timely manner 
o Update the long-term and unit plans for the curriculum     

§ Teaching: Lead 4 sections of 13 students in Environmental Art (approximately 7 
weeks); co-lead 1 Final Project (approximately 3 weeks) 

§ Advisor for 4-6 students  
o Communicate weekly updates with advisee’s family 



   

o Advocate for advisee’s dietary, medical, academic, physical, and social 
needs. 

o Coordinate advisory times in advance and update extended advisory  
o Facilitate advisees during weekly dish crew   

§ Residential Duty  
§ Morning Exercise and Chores with community  
§ Expedition program support 

o Co-lead at least one expedition per semester  
§ This is an overview of the position, but responsibilities are not limited to the 

above list. 
 
Qualifications  
Strong candidates will have 3-5 years of teaching experience and/or an advanced 
degree in education or area of instruction; experience leading expeditions; a passion for 
experiential learning; and a desire to join and grow with the community for multiple years. 
 
Compensation  
Compensation is dependent on experience and may include housing and a health and 
dental plan, as well as salary. 
 
Application 
Organize your cover letter, resume, reference contact information, and any other 
relevant materials into a single PDF file. Submit them as an attachment to an email with 
the subject line “Application, Spring 2019” to Ashley Waldorf, director of The Island 
School, at ashleywaldorf@islandschool.org by January 10. Qualified applicants will be 
reviewed and contacted on a rolling basis to begin employment on February 1st. 
Review more information about our curriculum and working at The Island School at 
www.islandschool.org/welcome/employment/. 
 


